Those with a gift
can see the future...

sense... The previous attack was
not a ploy to just kill him…
Instead, it was intended to
get close to the King in order
to magically create Imposters
seemingly identical to the King.

The King is pulled into a
familiar trance. He sees his
kingdom in desolation. The
ground looks black from the
dead, and the only movement
is the wind and fire from the
destroyed buildings. All of his
visions start like this. Every year,
he hopes he’s done enough to
change this future. But it seems
that even now, he still has not
done enough...

Immediately, he’s flooded with
varying images. He sees his three
clones, each fighting for the
Throne, throwing the kingdom
into chaos. He sees a reality
where an assassin kills him
before he can take the Throne.
He’s thrown into another vision
where one of his clones takes
his Throne, only to lead the
kingdom to its downfall. Yet
another reality reveals indecision
in his Court, where all the Kings
are incarcerated or killed while
the kingdom’s subjects attempt
to succeed the Throne.

His vision then shifts to where
he observes his body outside his
body in the present time, floating
in the shimmering pool. Time
fast forwards, as he sees himself
back at his castle. Confusingly,
he also sees three people who
look exactly like him, causing
chaos in different parts of the
kingdom. It suddenly makes

In each timeline, one version
of the King gathers a different
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group of his subjects to fight
against the other three Kings.
In the timelines that he fails, he
experiences his own death, or
helplessly watches his kingdom
fracture and destroy itself from
within. He perseveres through
millions of visions for an
outcome where he’s victorious...
His trance ends with a familiar
scene, his kingdom in ruins.
All is silent, except the wind
howling and a subtle groan of the
earth rumbling. Life completely
snuffed out. A solemn reminder
of what’s to come...
What felt like days are only mere
seconds. The King gasps awake
in the now-empty pool, his body
still numb from the previous
attack and from his vision. An
hour later, the King can move
his legs and arms, effects of
the attack wearing off. He will

continue to feel some lingering
effects of being Muted for
another hour, despite only being
touched briefly.
The image of his world
destroyed continues to haunt
him as he leaves the pool. Yet,
he is inspired by hope. He was
destined to save his kingdom
and the world. But first, there’s
another pressing matter at hand.
As he approaches the crevice, the
three corpses are already gone,
leaving only the dead attacker.
The clones are presumably on
their way to cause chaos in the
King’s name and face. “I’ve seen
this conflict unfold millions of
different ways,” he reflects, as
he gathers himself and starts his
pilgrimage back to his Kingdom
of Nersetti.

“I know what I must do.”
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Getting Started
In The Imposter Kings, players play out one of the many timelines
the King foresaw in his trance. Each time a player wins a round, that
player resolves a timeline and earns points based on the strength of
their victory. After seven or more points, you win the game.
Multiple rounds are played in the course of a match. Each round,
players will take many turns, often playing a card from their hand
with a value and an ability. The most basic rule is that you must play
an equal or higher card than the card previous to it. If you cannot
play a card (either because the value of the current card is too high or
you have no more cards), you lose the round. However, players have
a King that they can use a turn to flip over, to prevent losing that
round.

Learning the game - Quickplay (Recommended)
Setup for this game depends on the number of players and which
variant you choose to play. To learn and play the game quickly, we
recommend that you try to play this modified two-player round for
your first playthrough. (If you have more than two players, don’t
worry! This round will go quickly and should be exciting/educational for those watching). This variant will promptly get all players
up to speed about how the game is played. This game presents many
choices that might be overwhelming at first, but after a few games,
you’ll get the hang of it!

Designed in the USA | Printed in China
©2021 Imposter Games
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Quickplay Two-Player Variant
Setup the Deck
Make a deck with the 14 following cards:
Queen
Sentry
Oathbound (x2)
Elder (x2)

Princess
Warlord
Soldier (x2)

Fool
Mystic
Inquisitors (x2)

Place the Assassin faceup on the side of the playing area. This is the
Accused card. It’s removed from this round, and both players can see
that it’s not in either player’s hand. Typically, the Accused card is
randomly selected, but for the first round, we’ll use the Assassin.
Give a random King to each player, making sure one is the “True
King” card (written on the top left of the card).

Shuffle and Deal

Start play

Deal each player 7 cards. Place the King faceup in front of you. The
player with the True King may choose who goes first. Rotate the
chosen player’s King to indicate that they are going first. Each player
then chooses one card as their Successor and places it facedown next
to their King. Many cards benefit your opponent if they can guess
what you have in your hand, and the Successor essentially hides a
card from those abilities. For the first round, we recommend just
playing a Soldier (value 5) or higher valued card as your Successor.
When you use your King during the round, you will take the
Successor into your hand.

The Court, or playing area of the round, is empty at the beginning.
The first player may play any card they wish to the Throne or the
top of the Court. After playing a card, the card’s ability triggers.
These abilities can either be mandatory or player’s choice, indicated
by “may choose to.” After the ability is resolved, the next player plays
an equal or higher value card than the current card on the Throne,
which becomes the new Throne card (stack all cards in a row so
people may see all played cards this round). You may also choose to
flip your King once per round to take your Successor into your hand
as your turn.
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Some cards have keywords. The two you’ll encounter in this version
is Disgrace and Antechamber:
Disgrace: To disgrace a card, you flip that card facedown in
Court. That card is effectively removed from the round and has
a value of 1 (even if it is on the Throne)
Antechamber: If any card instructs playing a card in your
Antechamber, place that card in front of you faceup. If you have
faceup cards in your Antechamber when you start your turn, you
must choose and play one to the Throne (ignoring the card’s
value) as your turn. The card still uses its ability and has its
value once on the Throne.
Use the “Basic Rules” cheatsheet to refer to these at any time!
During your turn, if you have cards in your Antechamber, you
must play one to the Throne (ignoring card values) as your turn.
Otherwise, you have two options:
You play any card in your hand to the Throne that is an equal
or higher value than the card currently on the Throne
			OR

You may choose to flip your King as your turn (follow
instructions on that card)
Players alternate playing cards until one player cannot play any more
cards. Your goal is to prevent the other player from capturing the
Throne. You can do this by either playing a high enough card that
they cannot play on or by making them run out of cards to play on
their next turn.

Some quick card notes for your first round
Some cards are exceptions to the equal or higher value rule, such
as the Elder (value 3) can be played on any Royalty (Queen and
Princess, both valued 9), or the Oathbound may be played on any
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card provided that you can play another card afterwards of any value.
Always follow the rules on the card.
In two-player, the Inquisitor makes the other player play a named
card to the Antechamber, which they would then have to play on
their next turn. Effectively in a two-player game, you force them to
play a card from their hand if you guess correctly, and it’s your turn
again. This is a decisive first move, and you can easily disrupt their
plans by forcing them to play a card they were saving for later. Be
careful! They can still use the card’s ability.

End of Round
The winner of the round gets one point. The loser of the round gets
the True King. We recommend you play this way a couple of times
to get the basic flow of the round.

Adding the Assassin
Once you feel comfortable, you may also shuffle
in the Assassin to the deck before dealing cards.
The remaining card after dealing 7 cards to each
player becomes the Accused card.
Both players should be made aware that the
Assassin kills any player that flips their King, so
be careful if you don’t have it in your hand (as your opponent likely
will have it). You may use the Inquisitor to flush her out (by forcing
them to play it if it’s in their hand) or use the Mystic’s ability to
cancel her ability for that round.
If you have the Assassin, you can choose to hide it as your Successor
to protect her from the Inquisitor. You can also use your own
Inquisitors to get rid of the Mystic before she has a chance to deal
with the Assassin.
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Adding the King’s Hand
After playing a couple of games with the
Assassin, you may also choose to include the
King’s Hand. Simply shuffle him into the deck,
and after dealing 7 cards to each player, one card
is flipped faceup as the Accused card, and the
remaining card is discarded facedown next to the
Accused card.

Two-Player Standard Rules
These are the full rules of the Two Player game. The goal remains the same: Stay
alive and eliminate other players. You lose if you can’t play a card on the Throne
during your turn or get assassinated.

The King’s hand is a value of eight but is one of the two cards
that can be played out of turn as a Reaction (the other being the
Assassin). The King’s Hand also introduces a new concept called
“Condemned Cards.” When a card tells you to Condemn a card,
you place it in front of you like an Antechamber card facedown. If
you have a Condemned card when your turn starts, you must remove
that card facedown from the game as your turn. If a card you played
during your turn gets condemned that card is immediately removed
and your turn is over.
If someone plays a Fool or another powerful card that you wish
to cancel, you may use the King’s Hand to prevent that ability
from happening. Using the King’s hand against the opponent’s
card in two-player will remove both cards from the round and the
round continues as if they didn’t play that card (in this example,
the player who played the Fool would take the next turn after the
Fool and King’s Hand were both removed from the game). A more
complicated example: If Player 1 flips their King, Player 2 tries to
Assassinate, and Player 1 attempts to use the King’s Hand, again, you
can simply just remove the Assassin and King’s Hand from the game
as if they weren’t played, and the King flip would resolve as normal.

If you haven’t played Quickplay yet, the full rules are listed below.
However, we still recommend you try Quickplay to get a couple
pressure-free games under your belt.
If you’re here from Quickplay, there’s some good news! Not much
has changed, other than adding a couple of cards and changing some
of the setup. Here are the key differences:
•
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Players need to win 7 points to win the match. Each round, one
player will win 1-3 points, depending on how well they do (see
End of Round).
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•

You add two new cards in addition to the Assassin and King’s
Hand (Judge and Zealot) and are dealt 8 cards instead of 7.
Familiarize yourself with these cards before play.

All players place their King faceup in front of them. The player with
the True King may choose who goes first. Rotate the chosen player’s
King to indicate that they are going first.

•

Players choose to place a Successor like previously but also must
discard one card to be removed from the round facedown after
the True King determines who goes first.

•

Each player may choose to Mulligan after the True King decides
who goes first, which means that round ends as if it wasn’t played.

If a player is dissatisfied with their hand, they may elect to Mulligan
which means the round ends as if it was not played. Each player
gets one free Mulligan per match. If the player chooses to use an
additional Mulligan, they get the True King for the next round, but
their opponent gains 2 points.

There are cheatsheets included with the game that will help you keep
track of the cards, summarize their abilities, and share each card’s
quantity in the game’s Standard versions.

Start play

Setup the Deck
Make a deck with the following 18 cards:
Queen
Sentry
Oathbound (x2)
Zealot
Elder (x2)

Each player then chooses one card as their Successor and places it
facedown next to their King. Players also pick one card to discard
from the round facedown (placed next to the Accused card).

Princess
Warlord
Soldier (x2)
Assassin
Fool

King’s Hand
Mystic
Inquisitors (x2)
Judge

Give a random King to each player, making sure one is the “True
King” card (written on the top left of the card). Note that after this
round, whoever loses the previous round receives the True King.

Shuffle and Deal
Deal each player 8 cards. Take the last two cards, and flip one faceup.
This is the Accused card. It’s removed from the round, and both
players can see that it’s not in either player’s hand. The remaining card
is facedown hidden from both players and cannot be used this round.
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During your turn, check to see if you have any cards in your
Condemned area. If you have any Condemned cards, you must
choose and remove one from the round as your turn. If not, but you
have cards in your Antechamber, you must play one to the Throne
(ignoring card values) as your turn. Otherwise, you have two options:
You play any card in your hand to the Throne that is an equal
or higher value than the card currently on the Throne
			OR

You may choose to flip your King as your turn (follow
instructions on that card)
Players alternate playing cards until one player cannot play any more
cards. Your goal is to prevent the other player from capturing the
Throne. You can do this by either playing a high enough card that
they cannot play on, making them run out of cards or assassinating
them with the Assassin.
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End of Round
The winner of the round gets one point. If your King is still faceup
when you won the round, you gain an additional point. You also
gain an extra point if the opponent still has their Successor or any
cards in their hand.

Three-Player Standard - Cutthroat
Three-player is a tight match free for all. Players will learn a lot more information
about each opponent’s hand and many tools to modify their hands to be the last one
alive. In this mode, players may also earn a point for being second place, so it’s
always better to knock someone out.

The loser of the round gets the True King card for the next round
and can choose who goes first after dealing cards.

Keywords
Some cards have keywords. You may refer to these in the cheatsheet at any time!
DISGRACE Flip the card facedown in Court. That card is effectively
removed from the round and has a value of 1 (even if on the Throne)
REACTION Cards with Reaction may only use their ability during
special circumstances outside of the normal turn order. Reaction cards
describe what triggers the reaction. For example, the King’s Hand only
works when someone chooses to use a card’s ability; the Assassin works
when a King is flipped. You may only react once per trigger.
ANTECHAMBER If any card instructs playing a card in your
Antechamber, place that card in front of you faceup. If you have faceup
cards in your Antechamber when you start your turn, you must choose
and play one to the Throne (ignoring the card’s value) as your turn. The
card still uses its ability and has its value once on the Throne.
CONDEMN If any card instructs to Condemn your card, place that
card in front of you facedown. If you have Condemned cards when you
start your turn, you must choose and remove one Condemned card from
the round as your turn. If you play a card to the Throne and it becomes
Condemned (usually by the King's Hand), immediately remove that card
from the round as your turn. Players may not view any card removed
from play that is facedown, unless the information was already known by
all players (King’s Hand and its executed card, for example).
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Three-Player Standard is a bit different from Two-Player and FourPlayer Standard rules. The key differences from the Two-Player
Standard are as follows:
•

Before the True King chooses who goes first, all players reveal
three cards from their hand. Each player will choose one card
from their opponents’ revealed cards to take for their own hand,
starting with a player who revealed a card with the highest value
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•

The True King determines the first player and direction of play

•

There is a special rule for the Assassin - After a successful
assassination, the player who played the Assassin may view all
cards from the opponent, and choose to secretly swap their
Assassin for any of those cards. They may choose to also keep
the Assassin.

•

No Mulligan rules

•

Slightly different scoring - If there is a second place, they get
one point, and first place gains an additional point for each
opponent with cards in their hand

Setup the Deck
Make a deck with the following 25 cards:
Queen
Sentry
Oathbound (x2)
Zealot
Elder (x2)
Executioner (x2)

Princess
Warlord
Soldier (x2)
Assassin
Fool
Spy

King’s Hand
Mystic
Inquisitor (x2)
Judge (x2)
Herald
Warden (x2)

Give a random King to each player, making sure one is the “True
King” card (written on the top left of the card). Note that after this
round, whoever loses the previous round receives the True King.

Shuffle and deal
Deal each player 8 cards. Flip faceup the remaining card. This is the
Accused card. It is currently removed from the round, and all players
can see that it’s not in any player’s hand. All players place their King
faceup in front of them.
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Before the round starts, each player will reveal three cards, then
exchange one of those cards with their opponents’ using these
following rules:
Each player chooses any two cards from their hand and puts them
facedown in front of them. After all players place their cards in front
of them facedown, the facedown cards are revealed simultaneously.
Then all players will then choose an additional card from their hand
to put facedown next to the other two. Again, after all players place
their cards, these cards are revealed simultaneously. This gives an
opportunity for players to look at their opponents first two cards
before committing to their third card.
From the three cards placed faceup, the player with the highest
valued card must choose any opponent’s faceup cards to take as their
own. After taking a card, that player places that card near their other
faceup cards to clearly illustrate that it is the card they took from
another player. The player that lost a card now takes a card from the
other player. The final player then takes one of the initial cards from
the player who started the exchange. If players are tied for the card
with the highest value, the True King decides who goes first between
the tied individuals.
At this point, players should have three cards in front of them, one
different from what they had before. The True King holder chooses
who goes first and the direction of play. Rotate the chosen player’s
King to indicate they are going first. If the direction of play is
clockwise, rotate the King to the left, and if the direction of play is
counterclockwise, rotate the King to the right. Players then take their
cards back into their hands.
Each player then chooses one card as their Successor and places it
facedown next to their King, and chooses one card to discard from
the round facedown (put by the Accused card, away from Court).
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Start play
The Court, or playing
area of the round, is empty at
the beginning. The player with the True
King decides who goes first. That player may play any card they
wish to the Throne or the top of the Court. After playing a card,
the card’s ability triggers. These abilities can either be mandatory or
the player’s choice, indicated by “may choose to.” After the ability
is resolved, the next player plays an equal or higher value card than
the current card on the Throne, which becomes the new Throne card
(stack all cards in a row so people may see all cards that have been
played). Some cards are exceptions to this rule. For example, the
Elder can be played on any Royalty cards, which are the Queen and
Princess. You may also flip your King once per round to take your
Successor into your hand as your turn.
During your turn, check to see if you have any cards in your
Condemned area. If you have any Condemned cards, you must
choose and remove one from the round as your turn. If not, but you
have cards in your Antechamber, you must play one to the Throne
(ignoring card values) as your turn. Otherwise, you have two options:

Players alternate playing cards until there is only one person
able to play cards. Your goal is to prevent the other players
from capturing the Throne by either playing a high enough
card that they cannot play on, making them run out of cards or
assassinating them with the Assassin. If any player loses, they place
their cards facedown in front of them. These cards may not be
looked at and are considered out of play for the round.
There is a special rule for Three Player Standard regarding the
Assassin. If you manage to assassinate another player by revealing
your Assassin, you may look at the assassinated opponent’s hand and
Successor card and add your Assassin card. You may then secretly
choose one of those cards to put back in your hand (including the
Assassin again). The assassinated player’s cards are now removed
from the round facedown as usual.

End of Round
The winner of the round gets one point. If your King is still faceup
when you won the round, you gain an additional point. You gain an
additional point for each opponent who still has their Successor or
any cards in their hand.
The player who came in 2nd place will also gain one point.
The 3rd place player gets the True King card for the next round
and can choose who goes first and the direction of play after dealing
cards, and each player exchanges cards.

You play any card in your hand to the Throne that is equal or
higher value than the card currently on the Throne
OR

You may choose to flip your King as your turn (follow
instructions on that card)
18
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Four-Player Standard - 2v2

•

A player may swap up to two cards secretly with their teammate.

Four-Player Standard takes all the cards in the standard deck to pit two players
against two other players. It’s a true test of strategy, as you have to manage not only
your own hand but your partner’s hand. If one of you loses, you both lose. Cards
may harm your teammate if you’re not careful, but those same rules may allow you
to save your teammate from situations where they might not survive otherwise…

•

Teammates may look at each other’s successor cards right before
the start of play.

•

The True King chooses the first player and the direction of play.

•

A single Mulligan for the whole team

•

Slightly different scoring - One additional point if either
teammate has a faceup King. One additional point if either
opponent has cards or a successor still in their hands.

Setup the Deck
Make a deck with the following 29 cards:
Queen
Sentry
Oathbound (x2)
Zealot (x2)
Elder (x2)
Executioner (x2)
Key differences between Four-Player and Two-Player versions:
•

You have a teammate playing across from you, and if either of
you loses, the team loses.

•

Add 11 new cards, totaling 29: 2 Executioners, Herald, 2
Wardens, a Spy, and an additional Judge, Zealot, King’s Hand,
Assassin, and Fool

•

Before the True King chooses who goes first, all players reveal
three cards from their hand, and one facedown card to share
with their teammate secretly. Teammates may communicate
only through sharing cards.
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Princess
Warlord
Soldier (x2)
Assassin (x2)
Fool (x2)
Spy

King’s Hand (x2)
Mystic
Inquisitor (x2)
Judge (x2)
Herald
Warden (x2)

Give a random King to each player, making sure one is the “True
King” card (written on the top left of the card). Note that after this
round, whoever loses the previous round receives the True King.
In Four-Player Standard, you have a teammate who sits across from
you. You may not communicate with them or any other player about
the contents in your hand. How strict you want to enforce the rules
is up to those playing the game. We like playing with light banter
allowed without using signals, but regardless of what you choose,
we recommend that you have all players agree on what’s acceptable.
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Shuffle and deal
Deal each player 7 cards. Flip faceup the remaining card. This is
the Accused card. It is currently removed from the round, and all
players can see that it’s not in any player’s hand.
All players place their King faceup in front of them. Each player then
chooses any three cards from their hand and puts them facedown in
front of them. These cards will be visible to all players and are one
way to share information about your hand to your partner. After all
players place their cards in front of them facedown, each player’s
facedown cards are revealed simultaneously.
Each player then plays a fourth card facedown, separate from the first
three. This card will only be visible to your partner. After all players
have placed their fourth card facedown, each player may look at their
partner’s facedown card.
The True King holder may choose who goes first and the direction
of play. Rotate the chosen player’s King to indicate they are going
first. If the direction of play is clockwise, rotate the King to the left,
and if the direction of play is counterclockwise, rotate the King to
the right.
Like in Two-Player Standard, if a player is dissatisfied with their
hand, they may elect to Mulligan, which means the round ends as if
it was not played. You must declare this right after the True King
holder decides who goes first and the order of play. That player
declares “Mulligan” out loud without teammate discussion; once
said, the Mulligan takes effect. Each team gets one free Mulligan per
match. After that, if that team chooses to Mulligan again, that player
gets the True King next round, but their opponents gain 2 points.
Starting with the first player and following the order of the turn,
each player chooses one card to take from any of their teammate’s
four cards in front of them (the three faceup cards and one facedown
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card). They stay faceup or facedown, and
you cannot take a card they’ve already taken from
you. After all players have taken their turn, players
then take their cards back into their hands.
Each player then chooses one card as their “Successor” card and
places it facedown next to their King. After both players on a team
have chosen their Successor, they may secretly look at their partner’s
successor card.
Each team may put out up to two cards in front of them facedown
to trade those cards with their partner (without communicating with
their partner). If each teammate puts out a different number of cards
in front of them, they have to try to match the number of cards they
placed. If they cannot come to an agreement, they trade no cards.
Finally, each player must discard one card from the round facedown
(place next to the Accused card, away from the Court).

Start play
The Court, or playing area of the round, is empty at the beginning.
The player with the True King decides who goes first. That player
may play any card they wish to the Throne or the top of the Court.
After playing a card, the card’s ability triggers. These abilities can
either be mandatory or the player’s choice, indicated by “may choose
to.” After the ability is resolved, the next player plays an equal
or higher value card than the current card on the Throne, which
becomes the new Throne card (stack all cards in a row so people may
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see all cards that have been played). Some cards are exceptions.
In a team game, keep in mind that each card may affect your partner.
For example, the Inquisitor may also cause your partner to play a
card to their Antechamber, as its ability affect all other players. The
Executioner not only affects your partner but also affects you (its
ability reads “All players...”).
During your turn, check to see if you have any cards in your
Condemned area. If you have any Condemned cards, you must
choose and remove one from the round as your turn. If not, but you
have cards in your Antechamber, you must play one to the Throne
(ignoring card values) as your turn. Otherwise, you have two options:
You play any card in your hand to the Throne that is equal or
higher value than the card currently on the Throne
			

OR

You may choose to flip your King as your turn (follow
instructions on that card)
Players alternate playing cards until one player cannot play any more
cards. Your goal is to prevent your opponents from capturing the
Throne by either playing a high enough card that they cannot play
on, making them run out of cards or assassinating them with the
Assassin. If any player loses, their partner also loses, and the other
partnership wins.

End of Round
The winner of the round gets one point for their team. The team also
gets one additional point if either teammate has their King faceup.
The team also may earn one additional point if either opponent still
has their Successor or any cards in their hand.

“It’s her! She’s here!”
the Inquisitor cried, pointing
out a hooded figure in the King’s
Court. The Assassin was already
on the move, sprinting quickly
up to the throne. Throwing her
cloak over the alerted soldiers,
she moved at an incredible pace
towards the King, grabbing
both daggers from her sides.
The ruler seemed unnervingly
calm, not moving from his seat.
As the Assassin approached the
King, a giant figure stepped out
of the King’s shadow. Slowly
circling around from behind the
throne with his two handed ax,
the knight stopped in front of

the King. The Assassin gritted
her teeth when she recognized
the King’s Hand. She continued
her charge, despite validating the
rumors about his size and eerie
demeanor. As she quickly made a
motion to stab downwards on his
neck, he raised his ax to block,
but she quickly turned both
daggers upwards and found the
unarmored parts of his armpits.
She ducked as she dragged the
blades down as far as she could.
She knew that the pain would
stun him enough to let her make
her next strike fatal. She just
needed to...

THWACK!

Continued on page 31
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FAQ

Can I use the Princess’ ability if I don’t have a card in my
hand? What if my opponent doesn’t have a card in their hand?
No, the Princess may only target a player that is a valid
target (an opponent with cards in their hand) and only if
you have a card in your hand to swap.

Can a player ask about what was already played? Look at Disgraced
cards? Ask how many cards are in an opponent’s hand? Look at their
own Successor and Discard?
This is not meant to be a memory game. Players may look at the
Court, Disgraced cards, how many cards each player has, and their own
Successor card. You may even look at information that you learned
earlier, provided that there was no opportunity for that information
to change (for example, if you used the Spy to look at an opponent’s
Successor, and that Successor has not changed, you may look at it
again later on). You may always look at your own Successor.

When does the King’s Hand prevent an ability?
After the target of that ability has been chosen. For
convenience, we’ve listed all the interactions with the base
cards that may use an ability below:
Princess

After card owner chooses opponent; before card exchange

Sentry

After choosing to exchange; before showing card to exchange

What if multiple players have a Reaction card ability they’d like to use?

Spy

After choosing to Disgrace it; before looking at Successors

After a card is played to trigger an ability, players declare if they
would like to play a Reaction in the order and direction of play, until
ending up with the original player. If someone uses a card with a
Reaction, the same process happens in the same order and direction
of play starting with the next player until it goes back to the player
who played the reaction. You may react to a Reaction, but can only
react to each card only once.

Mystic

After choosing the number for the ability

Warden

After choosing to exchange; before showing card to exchange

Herald

Before the ability is used

Soldier

After saying a card’s name

Judge

After picking an opponent and saying a card name, but
before they reveal any information

Inquisitor

After saying a card’s name, but before any cards are
confirmed in player’s hands

Executioner

After saying a card’s name, but before any cards are
confirmed in player’s hands

Assassin

After Assassin is revealed

Fool

After choosing the card to take into their hand

Can the Queen be stopped by the King’s Hand?
No, the Queen’s ability is mandatory; the King’s Hand may
only stop a card when its owner chooses to use its ability.
Can the Princess be stopped by the King’s Hand?
Yes, but only if its owner chooses to use her ability. The
King’s Hand may only stop a card when its owner chooses
to use its ability.
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Can you King’s Hand a card that is not targeting you?
Yes, you may always use the King’s hand as a reaction as long
as the trigger is met (opponent chooses to use a card’s ability).
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Can you target yourself or your partner with the Spy?
Yes, you may use the Spy’s ability on any player.
If I use the Mystic’s ability on the number 8, can my opponent
play his 8 on numbers higher than 3?
Yes, the Mystic’s ability makes a card a value of 3 after it’s
already on the Throne.

Does the Oathbound’s ability trigger when played from the
Antechamber?
No, the Antechamber rules state, “you must choose and
play one to the Throne (ignoring the card’s value).”
Ignoring the card’s value means you are not playing on a
higher valued card; therefore, the ability does not trigger.

Does it affect cards in all areas of gameplay?
Yes. However, a lot of cards refer to “base value,” which is
not affected by the Mystic.

Can I play my Oathbound as my last card on a 7 or higher?
No, as part of the Oathbound’s condition to play on a
higher card, it mentions you MUST play another card.
Therefore, it is invalid to play the Oathbound on a higher
value card if its your only card.

Can I play the Warlord on a Royalty card?
No, it has a value of 8 in your hand, so you cannot play it on
a Royalty. However, once played, it will have a value of 9

Can I put the same card down as my Successor when using the
Herald’s shuffling ability?
Yes

If there is a Royalty in the Court, can I play the Warlord on a
card with the value of 8?
Yes, it has a value of 8 in your hand, so you can play it
normally. It also becomes a value of 9 once played.
Does the Warlord’s ability apply to Disgraced Royalty?
No, Disgraced cards are removed from the game.
Does the Warden count itself as part of its trigger?
Yes, you play the card and then use its ability.
Does the card played by the Oathbound’s ability trigger?
Yes, it’s being played just like any other card.
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Do I use the ability of the card I played to take the Herald
back into my hand?
Yes, it’s being played just like any other card.
Is the Herald’s ability prevented if played from the
Antechamber?
Yes, the Herald is a regular 6 if played from the Antechamber.
Can I use the Herald’s ability if I’ve already flipped my King?
No, the Herald’s ability relies on taking your Successor.
If you don’t have a Successor, the Herald is a regular 6.
Can the Soldier Disgrace itself?
Yes. There are some times where it’s even better to have it
disgrace itself based on the turn order.
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If multiple opponents have the declared card, does the soldier
gain +2 for each opponent?
No, it can only gain the +2 value once.
Why would I play the Judge?
The Judge lets you play a card to your Antechamber, which
lets you ignore card values next turn to play a card no matter
what. Use this knowledge to powerfully play a card you
normally wouldn’t be able to play.
Does the Inquisitor affect my Partner in Four-Player Standard?
Yes. This can be helpful to your partner, or harmful.
Does the Executioner also affect its owner when played?
Yes, the card mentions “All players” in its ability.
Can I use the Assassin’s ability from antechamber?
No, the Assassin’s ability can only be used from your hand.
If I have two Assassins in the Four Player game, and one is 		
blocked by the King’s Hand, may I play the other?
No, you may only react to a trigger once. In this case, the
trigger for the Assassin is “If a player flips their King,” so
you may only target a King flip one time.

...She shook her head,
dazed from the blow.
The back of a gauntlet
connected with her face,
launching her off the throne
platform. She reacted right
before the blow, preventing her
face from caving in. Still, it did
significant damage. She looked
up, amazed that although she
struck true, the Hand seemed to
be undaunted. “You go through
me first...” the Hand said in a
mechanical voice. She ignored
the blood streaming down her
forehead as she recovered.”
Well,” she thought. “So much
for the element of surprise.” She
charged forward, as the fate of
the kingdom... no, the world...
rested in her hands.

More FAQs online at www.imposterkings.com
Feel free to always contact us if you have any questions!
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Join us for strategy, lore,
and game variants on our website

theimposterkings.com

Watch gameplay on

Youtube

Connect with us on

Discord

